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Public Transportation:  

Public transportation services in Ahmedabad cover almost entire road networks in the city; 

however, changes in the transportation services require every year to serve citizens better. Right 

now, in Ahmedabad bus service is to only public transportation tool. AMTS and BRTS are doing 

moving millions of citizen every month. Some suggestion are given which possibly may help to 

improve citizens travel experience, reduces traffic, and also save environment. 

BRTS-AMTS Schedule needs to clearly explain:  

Neither on BRTS/AMTS websites nor bus stations give clear information about bus timings. In the 

past, BRTS bus used to show on led panel that “next bus will arrive in X minutes”, but now it just 

shows “Welcome to Janmarg.”  

AMTS bus stops and stand have information about only bus routes, but not timings. Passenger 

may wait for long time if s/he doesn’t know the timing. On the other hand, if time schedule is 

provided on the bus stops or stands passenger can save his/her time and can work accordingly.  

BRTS drivers need to drive more safely:  

Several accidents had happened in BRTS corridor. Reasons could be that vehicle riders did enter 

in BRTS corridor which only for buses; however, driving buses carefully could avoid accidents.  

Drivers reduces bus speed suddenly when arriving BRTS station. This may cause problems to 

passengers standing in the bus. Also it has been noticed that BRTS drivers do not follow traffic 

signals. Also many BRTS buses are found damaged from the sides. Reasons behind this is that 

they collide buses with platforms. Several times they crosses the open roads (char rasta or road 

square where BRTS corridor is open with regular traffic) even though red light is on.  There are 

pedestrians’ zebra crossings between two BRTS stations. Buses speed must reduce before 

crossing pedestrians’ walkway. So driving smoothly and yielding to stations, pedestrians’ 

walkway, and road square (char rasta or chowk) will reduce accidents to zero.  

Needs Long Buses to accommodate more passengers: 

Both AMTS and BRTS buses should introduce long buses so more passenger can be 

accommodated. During rush hours more passengers can have comfort journey and less people 

will standing in buses.  

AMTS Buses need low height door: 

Due to lack of infrastructure implementation of roads and bus stations, usually AMTS buses pick 

up passengers in the middle of the roads instead of picking up at AMTS station where boarding 

from platform can reduce height distance of doors. 

Family – friends discount or attract new passengers: 
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To reduce traffic of the city, it requires that public transportation is more passenger friendly. 

Average cost for BRTS and AMTS buses are around ₹2 per kilometer. Which is similar to or lower 

than average two wheeler’s cost per kilometer (Calculation is made based on two wheelers giving 

mileage of 40 km/liters). If citizen shares two wheelers then average cost will be reduce to below 

₹1 per kilometer. Similarly, if car is shared by three people average cost will be less than ₹2 per 

kilometer (If car is giving mileage of 12 km/liter).   

Some schemes needs to introduce to attract new passengers for public transport. By attracting 

new people who are using private vehicles, will help to reduce traffic problems in big way. 

Supplement services needed (Bike Sharing Program): 

Bike sharing program at BRTS stations is amazing way to attract passenger to switch from private 

to public vehicles. More bike sharing station needs to be place at BRTS and AMTS station. This 

program also needs to introduce at AMTS station as well. 

Also bike sharing program needs to work on Sundays and should have more serving hours. 

Old buses needs to replace with Hybrid bus: 

Hybrid buses which run on CNG and electric needs to be introduce. Such buses helps to reduce 

pollution and help green economy. 

BRTS corridor needs automatic signal barrier: 

Just like automatic signal barrier at toll booth needs to place at entrance and exit of BRTS corridor.  

Such barrier can be controlled automatically by sensor placed in bus. Just like BRTS bus stations 

doors are operated by sensors in the bus. 
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Roads: 

Veins in human body provide blood circulation, similarly, roads provide circulation of people 

around the city. City remains ‘healthier’ if roads have no blockage. If city has better roads then 

city provides better business, less traffic and less pollution. Today in Ahmedabad, roads are 

better, but not the best. Roads provide almost all facilities that ideal road should provide; 

however, city faces traffic jam problems, water drainage problems, noise etc. These problems 

can be solved if following steps are taken. 

House Numbering and proper street naming: 

In the city, all the roads have name; however, most of the name are known by landmark’s name. 

Also name of the circles are given based on landmarks in that area. Example, on S. G. road a 

junction name is given ‘Pakwan Junction’ based on a restaurant with same name. From the same 

junction a road’s name is given ‘Sindhu Bhawan Road.’ Really? City cannot give better names? 

Why promoting those properties? Is it proper to call it?  

Many people face problem exploring unknown areas. Like if someone lives in Naranpura area 

and that person wants to visit some place in Naroda area he will find problem finding that place. 

Reason behind it city does not have proper street naming and numbering. Giving street name 

and number will be easier to find place. 

Since we are making smart city, electronic devices like navigator or navigation apps in 

smartphones will work better with street naming and numbering. For example, currently most 

used navigation app is Google maps. There are many wrong naming available on Google maps. 

Other apps also facing same problems. So naming and numbering every streets will make 

individual independent and makes city Smarter. 

Manhole/ Gutter – road leveling:  

Almost all roads are facing problem of manhole leveling with roads. This problems raise because 

of resurfacing of roads. While resurfacing of roads, level of roads rises so level of manhole also 

needs to raise. All the roads are resurfaced before raising manhole level. This cause damages in 

the roads. Most of the riders and drivers avoid the lane where manhole is not leveled. This cause 

traffic because even though lane is provided for traffic, people tends to go with different lanes.  

Road maintenance: 

Currently, many roads in the city are not maintaining properly. Potholes are found in many 

places. AMC needs to maintain each roads at least once in a year even though roads condition 

seems good. 

Resurfacing technology needs to change immediately: 
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City using old resurfacing technology. This creates layers on old roads. This results road level up 

and neighborhood below roads. During monsoon many societies facing problems of water 

drainage because road levels are upper than societies. 

Road grinder needs to use for making new roads. This prevent roads to level up.  

Segregated pedestrian/footpath pathway: 

Majority of city pedestrians use roads as there pathway instead of using footpath.  The reason is 

most of the roads don’t have proper pedestrian pathway. If there are proper pathway aside 

roads, pathway are blocked by illegal parking, hawkers, transformers, building, trees on the 

pathway and so many things. 

If all those blockages are removed people will tend to walk on pathway rather than waling on 

roads. If people will walk on the pathway more space will be available for vehicles. 

Pedestrians Push Button Signal: 

To encourage more use of public transport, pedestrians needs to have proper pathway and right-

way. Providing push button signal will give pedestrians way of right. 

Parking: 

Throughout the city improper parking are found everywhere. If roads have four lanes, either side 

one lane is covered with improper and illegal parking.  

Payable Parking Meters: 

City needs to place payable parking meters to all those roads where traffic is the problem.  

Parking Color marking: 

We found ‘No Parking’ signs on the roads, but it doesn’t tell how long no parking zone is. By 

making different color marking will indicate parking situations. For example, red line means no 

parking, yellow means loading / unloading only, while means regular parking. 

Also vehicle sized marking needs to done on each roads. These marking should be for both two 

wheelers and four wheelers 

Building spreading on the roads and without parking facilities: 

There are many building in the city which do not provides parking facilities and building that are 

spread on pedestrian walkway. AMC must take legal action against those building with help of 

city police and courts. If these actions are not taken Ahmedabad will never be Smart city.  

Follow Indian Road Congress Standards: 

All roads can be smart roads if standards are followed properly. 
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Tree moving rather than cutting. 

Many trees are found on pedestrian walkway. These all trees are planted without any planning. 

These trees need to be moved. While talking about moving means not cutting. Tree moving 

machine can solve problems of trees which are on the roads and walkway.  

Animals on the roads: 

Cows, buffalos, dogs, monkeys are found on roads. These animals creates traffic, uncleanliness, 

and accidents. If cattle are owned by someone, owners needs to warn or punished for keeping 

them on the streets. If cattle are not owned by anyone they need to be placed in Pinjrapole. 

Road Cleanliness: 

More public toilets need to install on the roads. Dustbins and toilets should be place on every 

roads. Mobile toilets can be easy, cheap and keep less space for sidewalk.  
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Traffic:  

Traffic is major issue. In future, more traffic will be generated if steps are not taken seriously. As 

already mention in above two topics of transportation and roads that traffic can be reduce with 

these two facilities, but final step is to take strict measurements. This steps need to be taken by 

city’s traffic police. 

Increase the fine amount of traffic ticket: 

Almost nobody follows traffic rules in the city, unless traffic police is present on the road. Why? 

The answer is even though all the rules are made for traffic nobody follows it because punishment 

is not strict. For example, if a two wheeler rider without helmet caught by traffic police he will be 

punished only 50 rupees also probability of getting caught is once or twice in a year. If fine 

amount if 1000 rupees, then all riders will use helmet for sure. 

CCTV at every traffic signals and square: 

Right now, many CCTV are installed at major traffic signals and e-tickets are also generated by 

traffic police. However, people are still not following traffic rules reasons are traffic tickets are 

not given to every traffic violators.   

Speed limit sensors and indicators: 

Some incidents were found in the past that high speed vehicle cause serious accidents. To reduce 

this speed limiting sensors should be installed with indicators. This will give inform each driver 

how fast he or she is driving. Also high speed vehicle can be monitored by police if sensor detects 

it. 

Traffic Police needs to ‘Smart’: 

Traffic police or police departments must be equipped with the devices that can control traffic 

violations.  
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Water meter: 

Clean water is available to most of the citizens; however, it’s not reachable to every citizens. AMC 

should provide clean water to every zones and areas. 

Water meter needs to be install at every household or property. The reason behind is that if 

water will be charged based on the amount citizens will be more aware about using it wisely. This 

will help to reduce water crisis in city too because people will use less water since now water is 

not charged on month, but based on amount. 

Waste water treatment: 

Reusing of water is necessary now because of high volume of water usage. Waste water 

treatment should be installed. 
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Tourism: 

Though Ahmedabad is not consider a tourism place, there are many tourist places that could be 

focused. 

Heritage Walk: 

A heritage walk tour is done by AMC, but very less people know about it. AMC’s website mention 

about heritage walk, but details are missing. Like no mentions of timings, place where it starts. It 

does provide low quality map on the website, but that’s not good enough. 

Further, heritage walk roads needs to clean every day before walk start. Taking such steps will 

attract more tourists and visitors. Many citizens from the city will be excited to see ancient 

Amdavad if this tour is properly promoted and managed. 

Focus on less visited places: 

Threre are two Gandhi ashrams in Ahmedabad, but most of the visitors visit Sabarmati Ashram. 

Very less people know about Kocharab Ashram. Places like Kocharab ashram, dandi bridge, etc 

needs to maintained and promoted. 
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Energy: 

Solar on-grid system: 

Ahmedabad is very hot place, but this hotness can be coolness if solar rooftop on-grid system is 

develop by city’s electricity providers.  

CNG stations: 

More CNG stations need to be install in the city. Every one out of two petrol pump should have 

CNG station. 

 

 


